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Dear Rowan Knitter,
Autumn has arrived. Here in Yorkshire, we are reminded of the season
change, as nature puts on a splendid performance of beautiful autumnal
colours. As the weather starts to cool and the days get a little shorter,
we find ourselves reaching for a new project to keep us cosy
and warm (and occupied!) during the months ahead.
This Autumn season we are celebrating the 70th edition of the
Rowan Magazine! We celebrate with a special Platinum story
and hear from designers Martin Storey and Georgia Farrell
about their very own Rowan Magazine memories.

from Pebble Island

Image | Squall
by Lisa Richardson
from Tweed Haze

CONTACT US

In this newsletter we also discover more about our wonderful new
fully-traceable, 100% British yarn Pebble Island, and hear from farmers Alex
and Dot Gould whose farm it comes from. Our regular yarn store focus
drops in on UK store Craft Days in Saffron Walden and Flagships Wool
& Co in Illinois, Knit World in New Zealand and Bundingen in Norway.
Kerry Kimber tells the wonderful story of the Knitting For All Memory
Blanket project, and we find out more about our exciting new yarn
Norwegian Wool, a collaboration with designers ARNE & CARLOS,
and much, much more!
We hope you enjoy this issue of your e-Newsletter and the added benefits
that the digital newsletter brings, such as videos and links to more
information about the topics being covered and the stories being told.
Happy reading, happy knitting and stay safe.
With best wishes from

The Rowan team
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NEW FOR AUTUMN
WINTER 2021
Brand new yar ns and collections
for the Autumn Winter season…

new
yarn

new
yarn

at
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PREVIEW

Norweg ian Wool
EST 1978

NEW FOR

in collaboration with ARNE & CARLOS

new
yarn

Originating from the idyll of the Norwegian landscape, this
new yarn prospers from the purest of air and the thriving natural
environment. ARNE & CARLOS have created a palette of ten
engaging colours, inspired by traditional Norwegian patterning.

OCTOBER
The Autumn Winter season continues to deliver
and this month we have launched two new
yar ns, plus brand new collections from Kaffe
Fassett, ARNE & CARLOS and Er ika Knight.
These new collections follow an exciting
September when we welcomed new yar ns Pebble
Island and Felted Tweed Colour, the Jubilee
issue of Rowan Magazine 70, plus collections
from Lisa Richardson, Er ika Knight and Quail
Studio. Find out more about the entire season,
including the fifth MODE at Rowan collection,
over the coming pages.
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NEW FOR

OCTOBER

INDOORS
ten practical projects

BY ERIKA KNIGHT

INDOORS

Tweed Haze
by Lisa Richardson

Indoors

Say It With Flowers

by Erika Knight

by Kaffe Fassett

A new collection from Erika Knight, celebrating the indoors.
Refined utility pieces, relaxed and unstructured reflecting the
warmth and comfort of our shelter. Simple knits for everyday ease.

This opulent and lavish collection of floral designs epitomises
the colourful artistic style of Kaffe Fassett, and brings together
exhuberant pattern and enchanting shades of Felted Tweed.

Our new yarn Tweed Haze is a great addition to the Autumn
Winter range. Perfect for warm and cosy knitwear, with
garments and accessories that will knit up in no time at all.
Needles at the ready!
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AUTUMN WINTER
REVIEW

EST 1978

MAGAZINE 70
by Rowan

Platinum Edition
This season we are celebrating the 70th edition of the iconic Rowan
Magazine. We are very excited to be commemorating this important
milestone and are celebrating with our special ‘Platinum’ story. Featuring
favourite Rowan yarns, with some added shimmer (well, what is a
celebration without a hint of sparkle!), the Rowan designers bring you
a collection of exquisite designs featuring rich shades, subtle shimmer,
colourwork and tempting textures. Also in this very special edition are
collections by Georgia Farrell and Martin Storey. Georgia explores the
wonderful Kidsilk Haze in ‘Vivid’ and Martin has created whimsical
homeware pieces using Felted Tweed Aran and Pure Wool Worsted in
his playful ‘Maison’ story.
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FEATURE

EST 1978

ROWA N G O E S

P L AT I N U M !
Well, admittedly the term ‘going platinum’ is more commonly
associated with the music industry when we might hear about
a single or album exceeding a million copies, but it can also be
used to describe something that is extremely successful, and
reaching the 70th edition of the iconic Rowan Magazine feels
pretty good to us!
To mark the occasion we have a special Platinum story in
the magazine which evokes a feeling of timeless glamour
through statement knits, all set against an opulent backdrop of
luxuriously rich tones.

The name Platinum is derived from the Spanish ‘platina’,
meaning ‘silver.’ It is white-silver in colour and is one of the
heaviest precious metals, weighing nearly twice as much as carat
gold. It is used widely in industry, such as in catalytic converters
for vehicles, LCDs and even pacemakers and dental fillings, but
we also recognize Platinum for its extensive use in jewellery.
Platinum is a popular choice for engagement and wedding
rings and can be a more expensive option than other metals,
due to it being much rarer. On average approximately 1,500
tonnes of gold is mined each year, compared to just 160 tonnes
of Platinum.
Platinum is known for its durability, making it perfect for
jewellery that is worn on a daily basis being hardwearing,
whilst continuing to retain its good looks. It is also known as
a symbol of true love, purity, rarity and strength. We think that
these impressive qualities are a fitting way of celebrating our
70th edition of timeless and classic design.
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AUTUMN WINTER
REVIEW

EST 1978

MAGAZINE 70

MAISON
by Mar tin Storey

Felted Tweed Aran & Pure Wool Superwash Worsted

With whimsical motifs and captivating patterns, Martin Storey
has created a homeware collection of soft cushions, runners and
throws that will add fun and energy to your home interior
using Felted Tweed Aran and Pure Wool Superwash Worsted.

COLLECTION
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AUTUMN WINTER
REVIEW

EST 1978

MAGAZINE 70

VIVID
by Georgia Far rell

Kidsilk Haze

This accessory collection from Georgia Farrell celebrates the
immensely popular Kidsilk Haze. Brighten up winter days with
bright pops of colour, set against interestingly subtle neutrals.
Turn the page to find out more, as we catch up with Georgia
who shares her inspiration for this special magazine story.

COLLECTION
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FEATURE

Martin Storey
EST 1978

THE

Ironically, 2021, I celebrate 20 years as a Rowan signature
designer so I would have to say that Magazine 31 stands out
as a pivotal moment in my Rowan history. This particular
magazine and the martin-at-home article, Standfirst, was
by way of introducing me as a member of the design team,
primarily working on the Jaeger & Classics handknit ranges.
I particularly love the Sand & Surf story, featuring my Surf cable
design. For me this story epitomises the Rowan-look and its
many decades of innovative, successful knit designs and stories.

ROWA N
MAGAZINE
DESIGNER MEMORIES
As we celebrate the Jubilee edition
of the Rowan Magazine, we catch
up with the designers behind two
of the Magazine 70 stor ies,
Martin Storey and Georgia Far rell,
and ask them what the iconic
magazine means to them.
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The Maison Collection
My Rowan Maison, Magazine 70 feature splits into two
distinct collections. Firstly, a more folkloric, Nordic influenced
collection knitted in the soft & earthy tones of Rowans
Felted Tweed palette. Then for those knitters looking for
something whimsical and contemporary, a collection worked
in monochrome and red colours of Pure Wool Worsted.
Influences here are very much fun & quirky - Pop-Art,
Op-Art Andy Warhol & Dali.
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Georgia Far rell
“I remember so clearly the very first magazine that launched
after I started working in store for Rowan at Liberty of London;
Magazine 56. On the cover was a couple standing in the most
beautiful snowy landscape in their equally beautiful knitwear,
and I was instantly hooked!
My favourite cover has to be Magazine 42 with the close up
shot of the model all wrapped up in Kaffe's stunning Earth
Stripe Wrap. It's just such a striking image. If I had to pick one
favourite design that I've contributed to the Rowan Magazines,
it would have to be Rattigan from Magazine 66's Bookbound
story; I really enjoyed creating this design that combines
tessellating diamonds in both texture and colour work.

The Vivid Collection
Georgia’s striking accessory collection celebrates the immensely
popular Kidsilk Haze, a yarn whose soft halo of super kid
mohair, with the vibrant shine of silk, is loved by knitters the
world over. Kidsilk Haze can be used with a variety of needle
sizes to create different effects and styles and is available in a
kaleidoscopic array of colours.
Georgia describes her design style as “a mix of contemporary
and classic, architecturally inspired, with clean graphic lines,
geometric shapes and fresh colours”. For her latest collection,
Georgia has chosen vibrant pink, yellow, orange and turquoise,
set against subtle hues of green, grey and purple and this
contrast of bright saturated pops of colour against interestingly
subtle neutrals really makes this collection sing.

There are three issues that are particularly special and significant
for me personally; Magazine 60, the first issue I contributed to,
that is definitely a special one for me. Then there's Magazine
68, my first cover which I was just blown away by. And then of
course, this years Jubilee Edition Magazine 70 is another first
for me, my first dedicated collection in a Rowan Magazine!”
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FEATURE

EST 1978

#WeWearRowan
We are extending our range of sizes, both smaller and larger,
so that Rowan designs work for all, Autumn Winter 2021
and beyond.
It is important to us, and our global retailers, that Rowan
designs are size diverse, and we now hope anyone can knit and
wear Rowan.
We teamed up with Needle & Skein in Minnesota, whose
owner and customers joined in the #WeWearRowan campaign,
with a focus on new yarn Tweed Haze. Click the button below
to find out more.

More Choice
More Sizes
Across Every Design

Discover More
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FEATURE

EST 1978

LOCAL
YA R N
STORES
Regular readers of the Rowan newsletters will know that
we have a reoccurring feature where we pay a visit to yarn
stores around the world and invite them to share their stories
with us. After the challenges of recent times, we are delighted
to see more and more opening back up and welcoming
knitters and crocheters back through the doors. In this issue,
we hear from UK store Craft Days, and Flagships Wool & Co
in North America, Bundingen in Norway and Knit World
in New Zealand.

For a full list of Rowan stockists worldwide, please visit the
Store Locator on our website:
Store Locator

To find out more about Rowan Flagship stores please visit:
Rowan Flagships

Follow us on social media where we are soon to launch a new
regular Flagship Friday feature!
#rowanflagshipfriday
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RETAILER FOCUS

C R A F T DAY S
Saffron Walden, UK

Website

I have made things for as long as I can remember! I started
making dolls clothes when I was quite small and still remember
the feel of the needle (the size of a fence post) that I used!
I learnt to knit when I was 5, sitting on our front step and
being taught by the girl next door (she was 12). I didn’t do
much for a long time, but I never forgot! My Grandma taught
me to crochet when I was about 7. At that time crochet was
all about tank tops, doilies, and toilet roll covers, none of it
very appealing to a child, but I didn’t forget how to crochet
either! I learnt to dressmake at school with my best friend
Sally (who has just retired as a textiles teacher and still a best
friend and now teaching some workshops at Craft Days).
We had a brilliant teacher who taught us well. I can remember
her making us throw the pattern instructions away and saying
‘these are based on industrial techniques and we are going to
make it properly!’ It worked, we did!
I spent my 20’s and early 30’s as a trainee, assistant and then a
proper buyer. I always worked in the fabric/haberdashery/yarn
departments, starting at Debenhams (when it was all bought
centrally, and we printed most of our own fabrics) and finally
for Liberty for 5 years. I was buying for their 24 branches but
based in their beautiful shop in Regent Street. I also spent a
few years working for a UK ribbon manufacturer. There I
promoted the products at trade fairs and to the public, and
designed projects for magazines etc. I carried on sewing and
knitting through all of this. I remember knitting some intricate
Kaffe Fassett designs, standing up on the train (you could never
get a seat) while I commuted to work, and I can’t tell you how
much of the payroll got ‘recycled’ at Liberty!
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“ I w a nt e d t o o p en t h e ki n d o f

sh o p I w o u l d l i ke t o g o t o m y s el f .”

I took a break to have my family and ended up as a director
of my partners' landscaping business. After a while I decided it
was time to get back to my first love, textiles and COLOUR!
I wanted to open the kind of shop I would like to go to myself.
I wanted it to be full of beautiful, inspirational things and to
teach people the skills and techniques they would need to use
them. Workshops were always an integral, and important, part
of the plan. I have lots count of how many people I have taught
to knit and crochet and I still get a thrill when they bring their
latest project in to show me.
I found a great shop in the pretty, historic town of Saffron
Walden on the Essex/Cambridge border and have been here
ever since. Before you open a shop, you concentrate on the
look of it, sourcing stock, fixtures, paint colours, and getting
it all ready. All, fun, stressful and rewarding at the same time!
One of the things that came as a surprise, was just how lovely the
customers would be. We pride ourselves in being welcoming,
friendly, knowledgeable, and helpful and our customers seem
to appreciate it. There is one, who has become a dear friend,
who, if she is passing by and sees that I am busy, will pop in
and make me a cup of tea! How lovely is that? We hold regular
social get togethers, where people bring their latest projects.
We put the kettle on, break out the biscuits and put the world
to rights as we craft. There is usually a fair amount of laughter
as well! Although not a formal teaching session, there is
always somebody who can help if anyone gets stuck. Many
friendships have been made around our big white table.
We don’t charge as I wanted these sessions to be inclusive and
part of the community.
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RETAILER FOCUS

C R A F T DAY S
Saffron Walden, UK

We have recently been able to restart our workshops and
Crochet is proving to be the most popular. A lot of people have
mentioned that they tried to learn in lockdown but found too
difficult. The benefit of a face-to-face workshop is that while
you are concentrating on lots of new things, the tutor can often
suggest another way of doing it, after all, all of our hands work
in different ways. It has also been very apparent that people
are enjoying being able to socially interact again, such a very
important part of life!
We are really looking forward to celebrating our 10th Birthday
on November 3rd this year.To mark the occasion, we are going to
publish our own book. We have worked with some very talented
people over the years and the book will have profiles and inspiration
from some of them. We have had some brilliant visiting tutors
and one of our favourites is Erika Knight, who has taught lots of
workshops and has become a good friend. Erika and I discovered
our shared passion for keeping textile skills alive and current and,
of course COLOUR! She was there at our opening night too.
The book will also feature original patterns, using some of our
favourite yarns and fabrics. I want it to reflect the shop, to be inspiring
and fun. As I write this, it is still very much ‘a work in progress’!
I have worked with lots of lovely people, all have something in
common, they are very creative, highly skilled, have a positive
attitude and love helping our customers! (They have been fun
to work with too!) Both of my lovely daughters have worked
with me at various times and Emily still comes in on occasional
Saturdays, just to make sure I’m still doing it properly! There
have also been the fantastic tutors who have added to the range
of workshops we have been able to offer and whose contribution
is highly valued. This seems like a perfect opportunity to say
thank you to each and every one of them.
A few years ago, I was involved in a car accident. My amazing
colleagues stepped in to keep the shop running while I was in
hospital. Without being asked, quite a few of our customers
offered to help and they made a rota, so that they could be my
‘legs and arms’ when I was able to come back to work, I will
never forget that kindness.
30
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AUTUMN WINTER
REVIEW

EST 1978

TWEED HAZE
by Lisa Ric hardson

Tweed Haze

Soft and sumptuous, this beautiful new yarn is ideal for
colourwork and soft cables. Lisa Richardson's stunning
collection features generously proportioned sweaters, cardigans
and accessories, making the perfect winter wardrobe for cooler
months of the year.

new
yarn

COLLECTION
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RETAILER FOCUS

WO O L & C O
Illinois, USA

Website

During an unsuccessful trip to the local shopping center to
find fashion forward knits, I decided that it was time for me
to create my own. Little did I know the gorgeous fibers and
patterns that were available for hand knitting. A few weeks later,
I was enrolled in a class to learn to knit at my local yarn store…
Wool & Co. As I learned to cast-on, knit and purl from the
owner, I had no inkling that I would one day own the shop…
In 2016, when my local yarn shop was closing, I knew it was
an opportunity I could not pass up. I have always loved retail
stores; in fact, my Mother owned a retail clothing boutique
when I was young. As I got older, my love of the shopping
experience only increased. It seemed like a perfect opportunity
to combine this with my passion for knitting, fibers and fashion.
My husband and I began renovating to transform the shop into
my vision. First and foremost, I wanted to turn the shop into
a warm and welcoming place for knitters of all ages and skill
levels to not only shop, but also take classes and receive help
with their knitting. The shop was always intended to be an
epic escape into the knitting world with an incredible selection
of curated yarns. Not only was the shop to have an amazing
collection of yarn, but the interior needed to be beautiful and
immersive. From warm woods and the perfect temperature of
lighting, to yarns merchandised to maximize their beauty…
each detail was important. The final piece of the vision was
to offer impeccable customer service. My goal every day
continues to be to delight each customer whether they are
shopping in our brick and mortar shop or online.

34

FLAGSHIP STORE

“ W ool & Co. is more than just a retail store to so many people.”
More than just a company, I desire Wool & Co. to be a
welcoming community that encourages everyone to learn and
grow together. In May 2021, we built a new 6,000 square foot
lifestyle store. The spacious new destination store allows us to
showcase brands and create an even more immersive experience
that endeavors to bring the unique look and feel of each brand
to life. Ample parking, a dedicated classroom space, and a cozy
knitting lounge contribute to a new level of knitting delight
where everyone can inspire, dream, and create together.
Rowan has always been one of the most influential brands for
me personally, as well as for Wool & Co. The previous owner of
the shop was from England and had an affinity for the brand, so
she carried a large collection of Rowan. The first time I opened
the Rowan Magazine I was in love. These were the knits that I
was looking for! Classic, yet modern with a bit of the English
countryside. I adored the photography, patterns and yarns.
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RETAILER FOCUS

We love to do workshops and classes. It is such an amazing
feeling to learn a new knitting skill or technique and then be
able to incorporate it into a project. Each person on our retail
team is a knitter and truly enjoys teaching. Our most popular
workshops/classes are stranded colorwork, basic sock knitting
and learning to knit. We also have knit-a-longs periodically
which are very social and relaxing. It provides a fun night out
for knitters to do what they love and meet others.
In June, we hosted a Rowan Summer Event with special guest
Trisha Malcolm. The event included a special trunk show
showcasing gorgeous garments from Magazine 69, MODE
Collection Four and the New Nordic Unisex Collection by
ARNE & CARLOS. During the event Trisha introduced the
Rowan brand, spoke about the Rowan summer yarns and
revealed the thoughtful design aspects of garments from the
collections. She also showed a behind the scenes filming of the
Rowan Spring/Summer photo shoot as well as a sneak peak of
the stunning new patterns & yarns from the upcoming Rowan
Fall/Winter Collection. After the presentation, guests shopped
the Rowan collection and had an opportunity to speak with
Trisha one on one. We had over 70 people attend the event!

WO O L & C O
Illinois, USA

In September, David MacLeod hosted a celebration that
welcomed Wool & Co. as a Rowan Flagship store. David talked
about the brand, as well as the gorgeous Fall/Winter collection.
We are really looking forward to some of our upcoming events
as well – we are planning a date with ARNE & CARLOS
to have an event to launch the new yarn they collaborated
with Rowan on, as well as their new pattern collection.
Finally, in January we will be hosting a virtual workshop with
Georgia Farrell.
Wool & Co. is more than just a retail store to so many people.
Many customers express how visiting the store is a chance
for them to reconnect with themselves and their passion for
knitting. It is an opportunity to take a break from the outside
world to dream, envision and create. To take a deep breath and
find relaxation browsing the store, reconnecting with friends
or quietly knitting in our lounge. We have also had customers
share that knitting helped them through a difficult time in their
life. Our online shipping team also loves making connections
and we have received notes from customers that do not have a
yarn store close to them, so they have adopted us as their local
yarn store. This wonderful community of knitters is the heart
of Wool & Co.
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ERIKA KNIGHT
in

conversation

with

ALEX & DOT GOULD

What initially brought you to Pebble Island and how
did you become sheep farmers on this remote island
in the Falklands?
We were lucky enough to secure the lease of Pebble Island in
2014. At the time we were already farming our own sheep farm
at Dunnose Head, West Falkland trying to raise a young family
with a low income, so we decided to expand our business by
taking on another sheep farm.We are fortunate enough to now
be in the process of buying Pebble Island.
What does a typical day look like for you on the island?
A typical day can involve a very varied workload, in the
spring and summer anything from gathering sheep, shearing,
lamb marking or working with the cattle. We also have selfcatering accommodation on the island, where our visitors
can experience a ‘farm based’ stay, and we offer tours to see
the local wildlife. The winter months can be quite long and
drawn out, but this is usually our opportunity to get some
maintenance done including fencing, mechanics and any
number of other tasks. There’s always something to keep us
busy, and we certainly don’t get bored.
38
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What do you love about life on the island?
Pebble is a beautiful Island, it has incredible coastlines, an
impressive variety of wildlife and we are so fortunate that we
get to enjoy it most days. It is isolated here but to be honest it
doesn’t feel lonely, it feels like home.The best bit about leaving
Pebble, anytime that we need to, is returning again!
What makes the wool from Pebble Island so special?
The wool is soft, white and strong. The micron and comfort
factor are important to us, and we are becoming savvier with
our breeding by selecting lower micron ewes with a good
fleece weight to breed from. We are now using some Peppin
Merino X rams to breed from. And in fact, these rams resulted
from us importing the semen from New Zealand and carrying
out an AI programme.
I understand that you initially faced some criticism
for choosing to blade shear your sheep rather than the
faster and cheaper machine shearing. Why was that?
And why was it important to you to persevere with the
more traditional, artisanal method?
I think really the main criticism is from a cultural issue of
machine shearing, and the lower output and slower process of
blade shearing. All of our blade shearers can and do machine
shear, but they simply prefer blade shearing and the relaxed
atmosphere that it creates (as do the sheep!)
Is it difficult to find skilled blade shearers?
Yes, it is. So, we are constantly on the look out for younger
shearers to return year on year.The goal is to establish a team of
five each year, which gives us a little leeway for any unexpected
events during the season. When we are shearing it is like one
big family, and it is important to us to look after everyone.
You are currently working towards being certified by
the ‘Responsible wool scheme’, what does this mean
for you in terms of how you run your farm?
And why is it important to you?
The Responsible Wool Scheme for us personally means writing
down our objectives and reasoning, which in turn helps us to
question our actions in a positive way, and continually find
ways to improve our standards, for both welfare of stock (and
staff) and in terms of our environmental impact.This then gives
inspectors from RWS the ability to hold us accountable to a
globally acknowledged standard, which we welcome.
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What makes wool a sustainable fibre?
The carbon tied up within the wool itself, and the natural
break down of the fibre, rather than release of micro plastics
[from acrylic and polyesters]. The sheep on Pebble Island in
particular, all have access to the coast and therefore to kelp,
which has been proven to help reduce methane emissions by
up to 90%. We still have a long way to go to improve access
and utilization, but this is really promising, and we are working
towards sequestering more carbon in the soil than we release.
As well as 5500 (plus!) sheep what other wildlife can be
found on Pebble Island?
We also farm cattle on Pebble, mainly for beef production but
we do also hand milk our cows when time allows, which helps
to tame the young calves and get them used to being handled
when their mothers come through the milking shed. We also
have chickens, horses and dogs, including our beloved sheepdog
Betty of course! Pebble has four species of penguins breeding
on the Island, as well as numerous birds and waterfowl. The
marine life includes, sealions, dolphins and whales including
Sei, Humpback, Southern Rights and the odd visit from a pod
of Minke. This year has been incredible for spotting whales,
some are still here feeding off the north coast which we’ve not
witnessed so late into the winter months.

We’d love to come and visit, what can we expect from
a trip to the island?
You can expect a warm welcome, comfortable accommodation,
enthusiastic hosts, an opportunity to get out and enjoy the
coastal tours, the wildlife and learning about our way of life
and the Falklands culture in general.

Discover Yarn
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RETAILER FOCUS

BUNDINGEN
Tromsø, Norway

Website

Bundingen started up in June 2010. I, Hege, had been working
with customers in a clothes store for sixteen years and then in
two travel bag stores for four years, and so a total of twenty
years working in customer relations and loving it!

“ T h e t eam al l kn i t , s ew a n d c r o c het m o r e o r l es s ev er y day. ”

I have done handicrafts since I was a child. My grandmother
taught me at an early age and so working in a yarn store was
close to my heart. My husband and I got the loan we needed
to start the road to find suppliers and a location. The first place
we found was the same location in which I had one of the
travel bag stores in Jekta Storsenter. During our first year I
started to look at Rowan and fell in love with Felted Tweed.
My first Rowan Magazine was issue number 48 and the Lidiya
dress was the first ever knitted in Felted Tweed in our store and
it still sells!
After two years we had to move. Jekta was about to become
a much bigger mall and our store was ready to go bigger too.
Our original store had 63 square meters of space and our new
location had 150 square meters! A lot more space for a lot
more yarn.We have now been here since 2012 and have further
increased the store space twice more and are currently home to
250 square meters. We have a team of seventeen people, some
part-time and some full-time ranging in age from 19 to 58.

FLAGSHIP STORE
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RETAILER FOCUS

BUNDINGEN
Tromsø, Norway

The team all knit, sew and crochet more or less every day. Several
are students and so reading, training and knitting are things to
do during the week and they are very good with all the new
techniques that the designers are using. So for those of us who
are some year older, we learn new things and it keeps us on our
toes! There are so many different types of yarn and in Tromsø
we sell quite a lot of pure Norwegian wool. We also sell a lot of
fine mohair yarns like Kidsilk Haze and we have been looking
forward to the new Tweed Haze which looks amazing. Now in
the fall, it’s definitely the most productive time for both here in
the store and our customers.
We have previously arranged knitting cafes and courses for
beginners, and we also taught knitting techniques that our
customers wanted to know more about. This activity has been
restricted by the Covid pandemic but we do want to return to
this when these strange times are over.
The fun thing here in Norway is that a lot of the young girls
are now knitting and quite a lots of boys and men too. It is great
to see all these old and sustainable crafts being taken care of and
taught for future generations.
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F E LT E D T W E E D
COLOUR
by Rowan

Felted Tweed Colour

This season, the much-loved Felted Tweed welcomes a new
member of the family – Felted Tweed Colour. Felted Tweed is
renowned for its extensive and versatile colour palette.
This new addition is available in eight shades selected by Kaffe
Fassett, which gradually move through different colour blends,
creating a stunning effect. We have taken key designs from
the Rowan archive and worked them in this new yarn, with
striking results.

new
yarn
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F E LT E D T W E E D
COLLECTION
by Lisa Ric hardson

Felted Tweed

Lisa Richardson has created a brand new collection for the
ever-popular Felted Tweed. Intricate Fair Isles and simple
textures set against classic shapes make this a must-have
collection for all Felted Tweed lovers! Photographed against
a backdrop of the local Yorkshire landscape, the Felted Tweed
palette really comes alive.

COLLECTION
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RETAILER FOCUS

K N I T WO R L D
New Zealand

Website

We are a New Zealand family-owned business. Founded in
1971 on the great kiwi values of a positive attitude and an
entrepreneurial spirit by the then 34-year-old John Q.
Goldingham, Knit World has been serving the knitting and
sewing communities of New Zealand for over 50 years. Before
creating his own very successful company, John spent the
previous 20 years working for the Singer Sewing Machine
Company, building his knowledge and connections in the
industry, and gaining a nation-wide reputation.
Knit World began as Creative Fashion Centre, which was
located in High Street in Lower Hutt. John and his wife Lorna
Goldingham’s five children were still young, and the business
was a family affair with everyone helping out. The store was a
hit with the local community and John soon opened branches
in Wainuiomata and Petone, as well as expanding the range
to include haberdashery products. In 1984, Creative Fashion
Centre shifted its headquarters to a new Epuni shop, which
stocked the full product range of creative tools, including
knitting yarns, fabric and haberdashery in a factory-style shop
welcoming customers with various needs and desires.
John was always looking for new ideas for the company and
new things to sell and a local book distributor introduced him
to Kaffe Fassett’s book, Glorious Knitting, which happened
to coincide with a New Zealand tour in 1985 where Kaffe
was doing seminars and workshops in conjunction with the
Spinners and Weavers group. As a result of this we started
stocking the Rowan kits along with Kaffe’s book Glorious
Knitting which was a great hit with many New Zealanders.
We then went on to stock their range of yarns too.
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“Knit World is renowned for
having a range of quality products,”

In 1987, with the purchase of Devon Wools Ltd., a Christchurchbased company in receivership, Creative Fashion Centre began
its mail-order offering, which opened up the company to the
rest of the country. Now, all New Zealanders could experience
the friendly and knowledgeable service that had defined John’s
business and his success in the local community.
Knit’n Save stores, specialising in knitting yarns only, opened
in September 1989 in six areas after Woolly Weavers went
into liquidation: New Plymouth, Levin, Hastings, Masterton,
Hamilton & Upper Hutt.This was coupled with the acquisition
of a Crucci store in Palmerston North.
In 1994, the opportunity presented itself to open the largest
knitting yarn centre in the Southern Hemisphere, and we
called it Knit World. Opening up New Zealand to a world of
knitting yarns in 7,500 sq. feet of retail space was a hit with
the Christchurch community where the store was, and still
is, located but has since downsized due to the Christchurch
earthquake in 2011. The vision that Knit World Christchurch
presented became the main focus for the company, and other
stores progressively began to change their names to Knit World.
John’s son, David Goldingham, joined the company full time in
1992, and then later, in 1996, his daughter Anne Goldingham
(who had worked for the company on leaving school for about
6-8 years) also took on responsibility. The brother-sister duo
now run the company together, with the support of Karyn
Goldingham in the media and marketing for the business.
Retaining the family-focused approach is key for Knit World’s
success, ensuring a friendly and welcoming culture in all the
stores throughout the country.
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K N I T WO R L D
New Zealand

Knit World is renowned for having a range of quality products,
and providing customers with specialist knowledge and service
in all their stores. Knit World was the first company in New
Zealand to stock the Rowan yarn range, beginning with small
knitting kits created by the designer Kaffe Fassett. Since, we
have stocked Rowan at different points, depending on supply
availability in the country. We now have two Rowan flagship
stores, one in Wellington and one in Christchurch. Since having
Rowan it has not only added a huge range of product but
been extremely popular. It has been amazing to see so many
new customers trying the Rowan yarns. Customers have been
bringing in the completed garment to show us and then leaving
with another Rowan garment to start. We are finding that the
Big Wool and Kidsilk Haze are rocking out the door this season.
With lots of new knitters loving the quick knit that is the Rowan
Big Wool, plus the modern designs and colours, it sells itself.
Knit World now has nine stores around the country and a
comprehensive mail-order system with both national and
international customers. We continue to be New Zealand’s
leading specialists in hand knitting and accessories. We actively
grow the knitting community with knitting lessons for all ages,
as well as knitting meet-up groups and yearly charity knitting
projects to support local community organisations. Keeping the
community at the heart of what we do, Knit World welcomes
you to the world of creative fashion, whether you’re a beginner
or an expert!
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N O RW E G I A N W O O L
by ARNE & CARLOS

100% pure wool from Norway

This new Selects yarn is a very special collaboration with
Scandinavian designers ARNE & CARLOS.
It is available in ten engaging colours, inspired by Norwegian
patterning, and is accompanied by two design collections,
the first of which is available now. Photographed against the
backdrop of the picture-perfect snow-covered mountains near
ARNE & CARLOS’ home in Norway, we are reminded of the
origins of this very special yarn.Turn the page to find out more.
Look out for Norwegian Wool Book Two which will launch
in November.

new
yarn
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N O RW E G I A N W O O L
in

collaboration

with

ARNE & CARLOS
100%

pure

wool

from

Norway

Norway’s extraordinary landscapes of fjords, lakes, sweeping
valleys and majestic mountains all result in a richly diverse
and natural environment. This idyllic setting is the home of
our new yarn, Norwegian Wool, where the fibre has been
grown for centuries on the hills and pastures of the beautiful
Norwegian countryside, prospering from the purest of air and
the thriving natural environment.
The unique and ancient breeds of sheep which live in this
un-spoilt habitat, have gradually evolved over time, allowing
them to adapt to the different climate conditions that they
encounter in this diverse landscape. Grazing the pastures is
a time-honored method of management which benefits the
countryside and these non-intensive farming practices help to
ensure that it continues to thrive.
This very special ancient fibre has an abundance of essential
properties which make it such an important resource - not only
sustainable, but it is also renewable, recyclable and biodegradable.
Garments created using Norwegian Wool will keep you cosy
and warm, whilst being breathable, resilient and long-lasting.

Images from Norwegain Book Two launching in November 2021

ROWAN VIRTUAL EVENTS
DESIGNER SPOTLIGHT
with ARNE & CARLOS
Saturday 30th October 6pm (BST)
Join us as we chat to the designers about Norwegian
Wool and hear about the inspiration behind the palette,
the design collection and the origins of this very
special yarn. The designer duo will also be talking all
things festive including their highly anticipated 2021
Advent Calendar.
Register Now

The wool is excellently suited to a variety of diverse and
important end uses. As well as for hand knitting, luxury yarns
have also been developed for the fashion industry, as well as
more traditional uses such as knitwear, cloth, carpets, rugs and
throws. Used alongside other prestigious fibres, the versatility
of this wool is significant, becoming increasingly renowned
around the globe.
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bloom
A new dedicated space for mama and baby.
Blossoming from the heart of the Rowan brand, we were delighted
to launch this new concept earlier this year. Bloom at Rowan
celebrates the journey from announcing a pregnancy, to the arrival
of new baby and beyond with beautiful projects made in soft, tactile
and comforting yarns.We launched with a brand-new yarn ‘Cotton
Wool’, plus new colours of ‘Baby Cashsoft Merino’ and ‘Summerlite
DK’ and two pattern booklets with designs by Erika Knight.
Such special knits deserve special care and so we have joined forces
with Soak. Clean your precious handknits with a quick-rinse,
eco-friendly formulation - scentless and best for baby.Turn the page
to hear from Soak founder Jacqueline Sava.
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“ S oak is an ideal way to take care of Rowan yarns.”

Soak. The product, the brand, the people.
By Jacqueline Sava, founder @ Soak Wash Inc.

K N I T R OWA N
EXCLUSIVE

F RE E

GIFT
When you've made a beautiful sweater for someone, you probably
tell them “enjoy it – it's made with love.” But chances are, what you
really want to say is “I just spent 100 hours knitting that: please don't
ruin it in the wash.” Well, now you can hand over your creation
with confidence – along with a little “yarn TLC” that ensures your
gift will get the care it deserves: a bottle of Soak.
If you haven't heard of Soak, you’re missing out. Honestly, it’s a
product that'll change your knitting game forever by making
swatching easier and washing a snap.
Soak is a premium laundry soap that has some unique benefits –
there’s nothing else quite like it on the market. First off, Soak comes
in delicious, fresh fragrances that put other detergents to shame, plus
there's a Scentless option if you just want your wool to smell like...
wool. Secondly, it's a no-rinse formulation. That's right, there’s no
rinsing: you just Soak, squeeze and lay flat to dry. And it’s ecofriendly, too – the plant-based, skin-grade formulation is easy on
the environment, on your hands, and on your handcrafted clothes.
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with yarn purchases

Where Soak started

Stay clean. Stay green.

15 years ago, knitters and knitwear lovers didn't have a lot in the
way of laundry options. And what there was didn't smell great,
required multiple steps and was hard on the garment. Jacqueline
Sava, Soak’s Founder and Director of Possibilities, decided she
could do better, and came up with a fresh, modern way to clean
and refresh the laundry we love. Originally branded as a wool
wash, Soak has become a leading care product for knitters around
the world. It’s also a cult favourite for hand washing everything
from cashmere to quilts, swimsuits to lingerie. You can also use
Soak in the machine.

Sava is very conscious of reducing environmental impact: Soak
products are less harmful to the environment and water systems
than traditional detergents. They contain no animal by-products,
use less water thanks to the concentrated formula, and keep
clothes out of landfill by helping them last longer. Plus, the
company uses 100% recycled (and recyclable- check your local
municipality guidelines) bottles, diverting 6 tonnes of virgin
plastic from landfill per year.

Woman-owned and operated, Soak Wash Inc. values innovation,
education, creativity and community. The company is built on
one important premise: that your clothes, your creations, your
community and your planet are all worthy of the best possible care.
“Soak isn't just great for clothes,” says Sava. “It's good for your
skin, good for the businesses that sell it – and good for the
environment, too. It’s so gentle you can use it for baby clothes,
and some of our customers even shampoo their dogs with it! I
like to think of it as skin care for your clothes. But treating your
clothes right is just one part of a bigger picture: this is a company
that treats people right, too. It's so important for me to support
and enhance the lives of our employees, the businesses we work
with, and the communities we serve.”

“Soak is an ideal way to take care of Rowan yarns,” says Sava.
“Our two companies care about the same things: sustainability,
creativity and heirlooms that last for generations.”

4 Soak tips for knitters
1.

Soak your swatches. When you're determining
stitch count, wash your swatches and let them dry
before checking tension. (As the stitches relax, your
swatch may grow in size.)

2.

Find your favourite fragrance. If you love
how your knits smell, you'll be more likely
to use them. Soak’s delicate fragrances come
in travel and sample sizes bottles, so it’s easy
to try them all. Don’t worry, the light scent
doesn’t linger, it simply enhances the washing
experience and in turn the knits.

3.

Soak your finished garments. Before wearing
or gifting, hand-wash your piece to remove oils
or dirt from the knitting process, and make it
smell fresh and lovely- plus, it’ll feel better.

4.

Soak before storing. Before putting your
knits away for the season, wash them to
remove oils, dirt and other moth-attractors.
Your item will be fresh, clean and ready to go
the next time you want to wear it!

while stocks last

@soakwash

#soakworthy
Website
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ESSENTIAL
O U T E RW E A R
by Quail Studio

Alpaca Soft DK, Soft Boucle, Big Wool, Alpaca Classic, Kid Classic,
Felted Tweed Aran, Br ushed Fleece, Felted Tweed & Kidsilk Haze

From oversized coats and ponchos to neat waist-length jackets,
this collection of stylish outerwear provides the perfect top
layer to complete your Autumn Winter look.

COLLECTION
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INDOORS
by Er ika Knight

Felted Tweed Aran, Creative Linen, Softyak DK,
Kidsilk Haze, Big Wool

This new collection from Erika Knight, celebrates the home
and the joy of being indoors. Refined utility pieces, relaxed and
unstructured reflecting the warmth and comfort of our shelter.
Simple knits for everyday ease.
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S AY I T W I T H
F L OW E R S
by Kaffe Fassett

Felted Tweed

An opulent and lavish collection of floral designs, epitomises
the colourful artistic style of Kaffe Fassett and brings together
exuberant pattern and enchanting shades of Felted Tweed.
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Rowan Magazine 42 is a favourite amongst many Rowan
knitters. The Highlander and Tundra stories were both shot on
location in Scotland, at the Cawdor Estate Inverness. Iconic designs
such as Fyne and Earth Stripe (of which the wrap version graces
the front cover) are particularly well-loved. Earth Stripe Wrap has
been reworked in existing shades of Rowan Kidsilk Haze.

ARCHIVE
PHOTOSHOOTS
As we celebrate the 70th edition of the Rowan
Magazine, we can’t help but feel a wave of
nostalgia. Over the years the team have been
ver y lucky to have travelled far and wide for
some of the magazine photoshoots and so we
delve into the archive to share some of our
favour ites from here at home in the UK.
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For the Tempest story in Rowan Magazine 60 we took a trip
into Wales, to the beautiful Isle of Anglesey which is situated
just off the mainland’s northwest coast, across the Menai Strait.
The location for the shoot was Black Point Lighthouse at
Penmon Point on the north-east coast of the island.
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Rowan Magazine 45 saw the team take a trip to the North
Yorkshire coastal village of Staithes, with a long tradition of
fishing. This pretty seaside location was the perfect backdrop
for the Driftwood story.
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Glencoe in the Scottish Highlands was the setting for
the Wilderness photoshoot in Rowan Magazine 56.
The dramatic landscape is absolutely breathtaking. Popular
with hillwalkers and climbers and a haven to wildlife such as
Red Deer, mountain goats and the Golden Eagle, to name but
a few reasons to visit.

We didn’t have to venture far for Rowan Magazine 62.
Haworth in West Yorkshire, just a stone’s throw from the
home of Rowan, was the chosen location for the Kinship
story. Famous for its connection with the Bronte sisters, it’s a
beautiful town, surrounded by glorious Yorkshire countryside.
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Voewood, situated in rural Norfolk
was the ideal setting for our Folklore
and Heritage stories. Built by E.S.
Prior for the Rev. Percy Lloyd
between 1903 and 1905, it is one of
the finest examples of the Arts and
Crafts movement.
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Ballone Castle on the Scottish coast, north of Inverness
provided the location for Hebridean in Rowan Magazine 52.
The design Orkney by Marie Wallin was a firm favourite and
knitted in Felted Tweed. A couple of the shades used have
since been retired but we’ve suggested substitutes, enabling this
wonderful design to continue that little bit longer!
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B I G WO O L

KID CLASSIC

by Quail Studio

by Quail Studio

Big Wool

Kid Classic

Chunky, cosy knits provide the ultimate comfort, warmth and
style this season.

With simple shapes and soft textures, this exquisite collection
in Kid Classic is both stylish and easy to wear.
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GETTING FESTIVE
with

ARNE & CARLOS
ARNE & CARLOS have been delighting
knitters all around the world with their
festive designs for many years and this year is
no different. Their highly anticipated 2021
Advent Calendar has been created using their
brand new Rowan yar n Norwegian Wool
which launched earlier this month. This year’s
calendar features char ming mini sweaters
knitted using all ten of the delightful shades.
There is also a brand-new Festive Stocking
design which can be knitted in either
Norwegian Wool or Pure Wool Superwash
Worsted – the choice is yours!
Visit ARNE & CARLOS’ website for more information

Website
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Bundingen

Bedzie Sie Dzialo Knitting

Jen Geigley

Follow @knitrowanbyme and share your beautiful
projects, yarn stashes and more by tagging
@knitrowanbyme in your instagram posts or send us
your WIPs directly by messaging us on Facebook.
Make sure to share your Rowan pictures to be in with a
chance of being featured in the next Rowan newsletter.

Instagram

Facebook

Hoop Haberdashery

# K N I T ROWA N B Y M E
We love seeing what everyone’s up to and your beautiful knitting projects.

Website

Dcoco Craft
Knotty Knit Padanaram
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Palmaira Sandals

Knitty Gritty UK

Cecile Quitrocote
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T H E ROWA N T E A M

C R E AT I O N S
A N D PA S T I M E S
In the Spr ing we shared stor ies about
what some members of the Rowan
team got up to dur ing the recent
lockdowns. It was fun to hear about
the macrame projects, the long walks
in the country, craft projects, the
upholstery challenges, not to mention
the excessive homemade baking that
some of us got up to! So, we couldn’t
resist another peek into the pastimes
of the team over the last few months.
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Anna Hull, Design Assistant
Anna is an avid climber and this photo of her leading a climb
in the stunning West Yorkshire landscape is both amazing and
terrifying at the same time! Anna says “This is a photo of me
leading my third VS route at Worlow Quarry next to Pule Hill.
I’ve loved pushing myself to lead climbs, which is infinitely
more scary than following someone else up!”
When not seeking adventure in the great outdoors, Anna also
enjoys embracing the indoors and has created “ an unintentional
jungle in my living room. I love it as it gives me a relaxing
space. I also love the process of propagating my plants to create
more and more of them! Pictured are cuttings from my string
of hearts growing roots in water.”
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Addy Osborne, Brand Account Manager
I love the whole story of ‘Pebble Island’, and the colours are
so beautiful and complimentary that I wanted to use them all!
I’m a big fan of Tom Baker as Dr Who and so this is how my
‘hat-scarf ’ came about. Sometimes we look for solace in our
knitting - something we can knit in front of the TV and just
enjoy the comfort of ‘making’ without having to think too
hard. Knitting a striped scarf in the round is perfect!

Erica Pask, Retail Marketing Manager

I am, like many on the planet, a ‘Felted Tweed’ addict! When
‘Felted Tweed Colour’ came along, I couldn’t contain myself!!
So many creative possibilities came to mind, but I decided to
start with some simple crochet squares. It is lovely seeing the
colour gradually change. I plan to put them all together as a
blanket so watch this space!

Erica started a very special, secret, craft project at the end of
March, whilst still in lockdown. The reason it was a secret is
because it was a surprise wedding present for her daughter
Francesca who was getting married in the summer. The result
is an absolutely stunning, handmade, patchwork quilt. Based
on the design Autumn Crosses by Kaffe Fassett and using a
selection of his woven stripes, it is a beautiful heirloom gift that
will be treasured forever. Erica documented the whole project
in a bound book which tells the story of this unique quilt from
the beginning to the end, step by step, stitch by stitch.

Sarah Daly, Brand Account Manager
When we sold our house in June 2020 my husband’s first
words were ‘You had best start packing up the loft’. The loft
had become my workspace as well as my crafting space during
lockdown, there was a lot to pack! I came upon my many old
patterns but on my ‘Must Keep’ pile was a Jaeger Jumper which
I had knitted in the 1980’s, I think I was about 17/18 when I
first made it.
When we were shown Tweed Haze at our new season meeting
on Zoom I was elated, this would be the perfect yarn to re-create
my Jaeger Jumper, out came my knitting needles and a tension
square was soon knitted up……it was perfect!
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My finished jumper was a success and I can honestly say it makes
me happy every time I look at it, I cannot wait for the cooler
weather to be able to wear it.
Lots of my loose patterns went to various charity shops and I
hope that someone somewhere is sat knitting one of them up
and getting great pleasure from creating something new from an
old pattern.
I think the moral of my story is that good design lasts! Remember
too that if you love something then you really do need to keep
it because you probably will use it.
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COLLECTION FIVE
by Rowan

Alpaca Classic, Kidsilk Haze, Alpaca Soft DK,
Soft Boucle, Kid Classic, Mer ino Ar ia

MODE Collection Five offers a versatile and eminently
wearable wardrobe for the fashion-conscious knitter. Beautiful
textures in warm and muted tones create chic layering and
dramatic statement outfits in Alpaca Classic, Kidsilk Haze,
Alpaca Soft DK, Kid Classic, Soft Bouclé and Merino Aria.
Including designs by Quail Studio, Martin Storey, Lisa
Richardson, Georgia Farrell, Chloe Thurlow, and Annika
Andrea Wolke, the variety of design will delight knitters of
all abilities, while the thoughtfully curated palette of seasonal
colours is universally appealing.
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B RU S H E D F L E E C E

MODERN ARAN STYLE

by Quail Studio

by Mar tin Storey for Quail Studio

Br ushed Fleece

Alpaca Classic, Kid Classic, Brushed Fleece

This collection of four easy-to-wear, winter designs in soft
and cosy Brushed Fleece is the epitome of luxurious comfort.
A chunky blend of extra fine merino wool and baby alpaca,
Brushed Fleece has a lofty construction that is ideal for
lightweight yet cosy, layered knits. Featuring stocking stitch and
subtle textures, the quick pace of knitting will appeal to both
beginners and accomplished knitters.

This impeccable collection of Aran Knits from Martin Storey
is perfect for winter-weather style. The stunning, interlocking
cables in earthy tones of Alpaca Soft DK, Kid Classic and
Brushed Fleece offer luxurious warmth and make the ideal
top layer. Knitters with some previous experience will enjoy
the variety of textures and techniques in these intriguing and
captivating designs, creating classic knitwear to last a lifetime.
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CASHMERE
by Quail Studio

Pure Cashmere

Enjoy the subtle luxury of Pure Cashmere with this
contemporary collection from MODE at Rowan. Whether
you’re enhancing your work-from-home look, or adding a
touch of luxury to your loungewear, feather-light cashmere
provides the ultimate in reassuring warmth and is perfect for
layering in the cooler months. Including undulating cables,
cosy ribs and stocking stitch panels, knitters of all levels will
delight in the indulgent sensation of knitting with this beautiful
and timeless yarn.
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SEASONAL
GIFT IDEAS

A beanie is the ultimate winter accessory.
Either knit a beanie as a gift, or give the gift of knitting
with the new ‘Beanie Style’ collection from Quail Studio.

A handmade gift is thoughtful and special,
br inging joy to both the maker and the lucky
recipient! Here are just a few ideas for this
festive season, plus some g ift suggestions for
the new and exper ienced crafters in your life.

Inspire someone to take
up the craft with our
selection of How To books

learn to knit:

Knitting is fun and creative, it’s easy to learn and makes you feel great!
In a few short steps, you’ll have stitches on your needles and be ready to
try one of our 12 beginner patterns, all knitted in Rowan Big Wool. These
gorgeous accessories knit-up quickly, building your confidence with an
immediate sense of achievement.
We’ll get you started with our clear and informative step-by-step guide
to the essential skills. Fully-illustrated instructions take you through
the basics, from how to choose the right yarn and needles to casting
on, making knit and purl stitches, creating simple shaping, and finally,
casting off.

follow us
@quail_studio / #quailstudio
www.quailstudio.co.uk

5 060758 480030

A Complete Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners

Also included are helpful tips to ensure your knitting success and easy
fixes to common stumbling blocks. With all you need to know in one
helpful guide, it’s the perfect companion to keep in your knitting bag as
you start your knitting journey.

learn to knit: the basics

the basics

Q

learn to knit:

the basics
A Complete Step-by-Step Guide
+ 12 Patterns for Beginners

Rowan_Learn_to_Knit_COV.indd 1

A Rowan Magazine Subscription makes a great gift.
Choose between a one year or two year Subscription and enjoy
having the seasonal magazine delivered direct to your door,
plus other benefits including a seasonal newsletter and access to
an exclusive Autumn Winter pattern collection.
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Rowan knitting needles, crochet hooks and
accessories are the perfect gift for a Rowan knitter.
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Christine Van Dreissche

Diane Duke

Sam Rainbow

M A RT I N S T O R E Y ’ S
KNITTED WITH LOVE
KNIT ALONG 2021

Steph Prutton

In May this year, Martin launched the Knitted With Love
Knit Along. Using Island Blend, the pattern was shared in
ten weekly releases. Knitters all over the world picked up
their needles and embarked on the journey, supported by
a dedicated Facebook group.
Here are just a few of the amazing results.

Website

#martinstoreysknitalong2021 | #rowanyarnsknitalong | #knittedwithlove

Tineke Roumen

Steph Prutton

Ute Rehner

Ute Rehner
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DEBBIE
ABRAHAMS

M Y S T E RY B L A N K E T C L U B

2022

For the past fourteen years Debbie has been running her
annual Mystery Blanket Club, and 2022 will see her launch
her fifteenth blanket KAL. For ten months knitters from all
over the world are invited to join Debbie on her new ‘mystery’
adventure, knitting up the blanket square by square with clues
each month given about the theme until it is revealed in the
final instalment.
The concept for the Mystery Blanket Club is simple. Knitters
who sign up to the club receive the knitting kit in two separate
parcels – the first parcel when it begins in February and then
the second one in May. The complete kit includes all the yarn
and embellishments needed for the whole project, so all the
knitter needs to provide is their knitting needles. The patterns
are emailed in ten monthly instalments, beginning in February
and finishing in November, with each mail out revealing a
bit more of the design. Debbie writes a monthly blog on her
website which keeps the members up to date with all the latest
news, advice and knitting tips for the project. And she also
includes in the blog video demos to help the knitters if they
need extra help with the techniques.

Website
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“It was lockdown that prompted me to start creating the monthly
tech videos for the blog as I was unable to venture out in person
and teach knitters at the workshops and events that I usually run.
And from the positive response I got from the members I could
see immediately just how valuable they were to them. Showing
knitting techniques on a pre-recorded film is never as good as
being in the same room with my students. But the fact that you
can stop, pause and replay me if needed is actually a real bonus!
So I will continue to record these videos for the 2022 Mystery
Blanket as I believe they are a big help to the members.”
Each year the design for the Mystery Blanket is sold with a
limited membership, with the patterns made available only to
the members that join, making it a unique experience for those
that take part. This means that as the years pass by the blankets
become more and more collectable with many of them being
passed down as heirlooms. Some knitters have been members
since the club began in 2008 and have every Mystery Blanket
that Debbie has designed!

“The Mystery Blanket is the perfect project for getting to grips
with new techniques. There are many different techniques in
the design including colourwork, stripes, cables, lace patterns
and textured stitches. And with just forty or so stitches to knit
for each square, it’s easy to go back and reknit a row if you are
not happy with it. My monthly blog and technical videos are
there to help and there are some brilliant groups on Facebook
and Ravelry that are more than happy to answer a question if
someone has a query. So, there is a lot of support for anyone who
might feel a bit nervous about taking on the Mystery Blanket.
It’s one of the best ways to learn new knitting skills, so I say to
anyone who is not sure whether or not to join, come and join
me and have a go!”

The process of creating the design for each of Debbie’s Mystery
Blankets is a lengthy one, usually taking from six to eight months
to complete each one of her blanket designs. Her starting point
is a source of inspiration, from which she takes all of her ideas
for colour, texture and pattern. After creating a colour palette
she then works on a colour layout to determine roughly where
the colours are going to be used in the forty-nine squares of the
blanket. Then a rough sketch is drafted up of the whole design
so that she has a plan to work to for the placement of pattern
and texture. When all of this prep work has been done, it is only
then that Debbie picks up the knitting needles and starts to knit
samples of each square in the blanket. And this can be a lengthy
process in itself, with many of the squares being revised and
reknitted several times over before she is happy with the results:

“Designing a blanket is all about balance and harmony, and
my challenge is to create something that is not only visually
pleasing to the eye, but also has enough exciting stitch patterns
in it to keep the knitter motivated for ten months. I love playing
with colour and texture, and the Mystery Blanket gives me the
opportunity to do just that, so it’s the perfect vehicle for my
work. I take care of the design side of the blanket, but I have a
team of other people that work alongside me, without whom
there would be no Mystery Blanket Club. I have two test knitters
who each knit a complete blanket, three postal teams who deal
with the posting of the parcels, a local printer who looks after all
the printed patterns, two graphic designers, a web and technical
support team, plus a personal assistant. So, there’s a lot that goes
on behind the scenes to make it all happen for the hundreds of
knitters worldwide who take on my challenge each year.”

“I have some truly wonderful loyal members who have stayed
with me on my ‘mystery’ knitting adventures since the beginning.
And each year when we launch the new club I wonder whether
they might take a rest from it and have a year off. But much to
my surprise (and delight!) they come back again for more! I’ve
been told by some of them that it’s become a bit of an addiction
and even though they have lots and lots of blankets they can’t
bear to miss out on the next one. But that’s fine with me - it’s a
very healthy addiction to have and I love to see them returning
to the club each year, along with all the new recruits!”
The Mystery Blanket Club is open to everyone and Debbie
welcomes knitters of all skill levels. She offers an alternative option
(Option Two) for any of the trickier squares in the design, including
fairisle and intarsia which some knitters might not feel confident
to take on. But she always encourages the members to have a go at
something new and not to be daunted by a new technique:
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For Debbie’s 2022 Mystery Blanket she is using a couple of
her favourite yarns from the Rowan collection, Baby Cashsoft
Merino and Kidsilk Haze. The theme is nothing to do with
babies, but she chose this yarn for its superior quality which is
perfect for her new blanket project:
“For next year’s design, luxury, elegance and sophistication are
key elements, so I have chosen to use the beautifully soft Rowan
Baby Cashsoft Merino which is used alongside two shades of
Kidsilk Haze. The yarns will include four bespoke shades of
Cashsoft Baby Merino which have been dyed specifically for
this project. Plus, there is plenty of sparkle going on with a touch
of shimmering lurex, glittering rhinestones and lots of Debbie
Abrahams beads!
As for the colour palette, without giving too much away I would
describe it as ‘vintage’ with a modern feel. It’s a collection of the
most beautiful shades ranging from soft green, blush pink and
silver, to royal navy, gold and ochre. There are other shades in it
too, but that’s all I am going to say!”
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Memberships for Debbie’s 2022 Mystery Blanket Club are on
sale now on her website. She is expecting a high demand for
memberships, so with club memberships limited it would be
wise to secure your place early if you want to be part of next
year’s KAL. Memberships are on sale until the end of December
however, every one of her fourteen Mystery Blanket Clubs
have sold out, and when they sell out the club is closed. So it is
advisable to sign up sooner rather than later.
If you are interested in joining Debbie’s 2022 Mystery Blanket
Club then you can sign up straight away by visiting the online
shop on her website: www.debbieabrahams.com. Memberships
can be purchased for UK, Europe and the World, making it a
truly global knitting project!

Website

Images are all of previoous blankets
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COLOUR
FOCUS
Do you have a favour ite colour to knit and wear?

Dream
by Quail Studio
MODE Minis
Big Wool

Blue Haze
by Quail Studio

Cyclone
by Lisa Richardson
Tweed Haze
Collection
Tweed Haze

Bassett Hat
by Martin Storey
Moordale
Collection Two
Moordale

brilliant

blues

MODE 4 Projects
Alpaca Classic

Alpaca Classic
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Apollo
by Martin Storey
Union
Softyak DK

Barlow
by Martin Storey
Moordale
Collection Two
Moordale
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Issey
by Martin Storey
Cape Bay
Softyak DK

Bonaire
by Lisa Richardson
Island Blend
Fine Collection
Island Blend Fine

illuminating
Dottie
by Martin Storey
Rowan
Magazine 69
Cotton Glace
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yellows

Scallop Sweater
by Lisa Richardson
Kaffe Fassett's
Felted Tweed
Colours

Felted Tweed

Horizon
by Lisa Richardson
Tweed Haze
Collection
Tweed Haze
Sun
by Quail Studio
Essential Brights
Summerlite DK
& Kidsilk Haze

Palmyra
by Lisa Richardson
Island Blend
Fine Collection
Island Blend Fine

glorious
Gjoran Sweater
by ARNE & CARLOS

New Nordic
Unisex Collection
Felted Tweed

Khaki
by Quail Studio
MODE
Collection Four
Summerlite DK
& Kidsilk Haze

greens
Whirwind
by Lisa Richardson
Tweed Haze
Collection
Tweed Haze
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Florey
by Martin Storey
Cape Bay
Softyak DK

rich
Caroline
by Lily Kate France
Rowan
Magazine 69
Handknit Cotton
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Usk
by Martin Storey
Digital
Download
Brushed Fleece

reds
Beau V-Neck
by Lisa Richardson
Pure Cashmere
Collection
Pure Cashmere

Colne
by Lisa Richardson
Digital
Download
Valley Tweed
004 Skirt
by Quail Studio
MODE
Collection One
Alpaca Soft DK

Fleur
by Quail Studio
MODE
Pure Cashmere
Collection
Pure Cashmere

cool
Adore
by Lisa Richardson
Pure Cashmere
Collection
Pure Cashmere

Elda
by Quail Studio
4 Projects
Kid Classic
Kid Classic

greys
Liam
by Jen Geigley
Modern
Family Knits
Alpaca Soft DK
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H OW TO

EMBELLISH KNITTING
W I T H E M B RO I D E RY
By Kerry Kimber

Throughout history, embroidery has been used to add depth,
colour, texture, and pattern to garments. Whether lavish and
opulent, or subtle and understated, the combination of design,
materials and stitches often convey something about both the
maker and the wearer.To celebrate the Platinum Jubilee edition
of the Rowan Magazine, our designers have used beautiful
DMC Diamant embroidery threads, either knitted together
with the yarn for a subtle twinkle or embroidered onto the
completed knitting to give an extra layer of depth and sparkle.
Simple running stitch is used to great effect in Georgia Farrell’s
‘Topaz’, adding an intricate diamond repeat to panels of Felted
Tweed moss stitch, while our most heavily embroidered piece in
the collection is ‘Quartz’ by Lisa Richardson. Knitted seamlessly
from the bottom up in Alpaca Classic, ‘Quartz’ features a
beautiful, embroidered yoke in two shades of metallic thread:
DMC Diamant D225 - a lovely vintage shade of gold, and DMC
Diamant D317 - a shade of silver grey with a hint of blue. The
embroidery is worked in chain stitch throughout, which echoes
the pattern and texture of stocking stitch, while also allowing
for flexibility and movement around the neckline and shoulders.
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Whether you want to personalise your knitting with a small
motif, or you are adding a larger embroidered design like the
‘Quartz’ yoke, there are two important things to consider
before you get started.
Firstly, the tension, drape and overall stretchiness of the
knitted fabric should not be compromised by the embroidery.
Normally during embroidery work, the fabric is held in a
wooden or metal hoop to keep it stretched taught, preventing
puckers caused by pulling the embroidery threads too tight.
Embroidery hoops can be helpful when stitching into knitting,
especially if there are areas of dense embroidery. Adding a paper
stabiliser or backing fabric together with the knitting in the
hoop will provide further support and can be removed or cut
away afterwards.
However, hoops aren’t always necessary, and depending on the
density of the embroidery and the stitches used, it’s sometimes
easier to work without one, as is the case with the embroidery
on the moss stitch panels of ‘Topaz’ and the yoke of ‘Quartz’.
The zigzagged lines of running stitch featured in ‘Topaz’ allow
for movement and stretch in the knitted fabric, while the chain
stitch used in ‘Quartz’ has a natural flexibility within the loops
of each stitch. The embroidered design itself also allows for
plenty of movement, with gently undulating zigzags around the
neckline and short lines of chain stitch which radiate outwards.
An alternative to using a hoop is to place the garment on a
tailor’s dummy or insert a foam blocking mat in between the
two sides of the garment to keep them separate. Lightly pin it
in place.This will give you an uninterrupted view of the entire
design and by occasionally gently stretching out the fabric, you
will easily spot if your embroidery work is too tight or loose.
The second consideration is how to transfer the embroidery
design onto the knitted fabric. Printing the design onto tracing
paper or water-soluble stabiliser can be a good option; you
simply pin it onto the knitting and then stitch through both
layers together. When you're finished, carefully tear, or wash it
away. However, this method can obstruct your view and is not
ideal if you need the embroidery to follow rows or columns of
stitches within the knitting. Instead, use pins to indicate the main
sections of the embroidery. For intricate embroidery designs, use
sewing thread in a contrasting colour to mark out the pattern.
You can cut this away as your embroidery progresses.
October 2021 | Autumn Winter
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How to embroider Chain stitch

‘Quartz’ by Lisa Richardson

Chain stitch is formed out of interlocking loops which look
like the chains of a necklace. Take care to maintain the curves
of each loop as you work by not pulling too tightly. This will
prevent the stitches from distorting the knitting beneath it.

1

2

How to position the embroidered motif
• Begin by placing the sweater on a tailor’s dummy or spread
it out on a table and insert a blocking mat to separate the
front from the back.
• The embroidery motif is placed evenly eight times around
the yoke.The central line of the motif travels down the centre
of each shoulder and the centre of the front and back. Place
pins accordingly.

3

• Taking care not to pull too tight, use sewing thread to mark
out the two parallel zigzag lines of chain stitch that travel
continuously around the yoke. The peak of the top line
should be 1cm from the rib, the trough should be 3cm
from the rib. When you are satisfied with the position of
your guidelines, start to add the chain stitch using two strands
of DMC Diamant D317. Remove the guideline stitching as
you work.

Secure the thread to the wrong side of the
knitting: Thread a sewing needle and knot
the two ends of the thread together. Trim
away excess neatly. Locate the place you
wish to start sewing and on the wrong
side, lift a stitch of knitting with the sewing
needle. Pass the sewing needle in between
the two ends of the thread just above the
knot and pull it all the way through to
secure. Thread the sewing needle through
to the front of the work.

4

Working away from yourself on the right
side, take the needle down and then up
again, without pulling it all the way
through. Bring the thread around the
needle to form a loop.

• The zigzag lines are helpful markers for plotting out the rest
of the motifs around the yoke. Place pins to indicate the
scale of each motif and then sew in guidelines. The central
line of each large fern leaf shape measures 10cm in length.
When the sewing guidelines are complete, start to work in
chain stitch using two strands of DMC Diamant D225.

Pull the needle all the way through and
then insert it back down inside the newly
formed loop and bring it back up again.

On the wrong side, thread the end in
neatly to secure. Cut the thread before
beginning next line of chain stitch.

5

6

Tips for embroidery onto knitting
• Insert a blocking mat in between the two sides of the
garment to prevent accidentally sewing through both
sides. Stick pins in it to hold the knitting in place.
• Use sewing thread in a contrasting colour to mark out the
embroidery design. Cut this away as you work.
• Use flexible stitches such as zigzag stitch, chain stitch, cross
stitch, or feather stitch.

Repeat this until the chain is the required
length, taking care to make sure the
stitches are similar in size and not pulled
too tight.
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To complete the chain, thread the needle
through to the back, on the outside of the
last loop.
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• Stop from time to time and check for flexibility and
stretchiness. Undo any stitches that are too restricting.
• Keep the wrong side neat to prevent discomfort while
wearing. Avoid carrying threads across the back from
one area of embroidery to another; always fasten off
and cut the thread before moving onto the next set
of stitches.
October 2021 | Autumn Winter
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At the heart of our mission at
“Knitting For All” is the belief
that knitting really is for everyone.

THE
M E M O RY
BLANKET
P RO J E C T

by Fiona Campbell, Knitting For All teacher
Knitting For All

I have been teaching Knitting For All classes in Edinburgh for
eight years now. I love crafts of all kinds and can turn my hand to
a few, from collectors’ teddy bears to metal sculpture, but I always
return to knitting and crochet which I learnt as a child. I usually
run six weekly children’s after-school classes and an adult group.
I also enjoy teaching workshops, short courses, retreats and oneto-one sessions. It gives me a great deal of joy to help people of
any age to explore their creativity and learn new skills.

Then one of my young knitters got in touch to ask if I would
start an online class. As I was enjoying The Elder Throw so much
- the whole experience of joining in with the Facebook group
as well as the knitting - I thought the children might like to
be part of something similar. So, I designed a selection of small
and easily achievable squares, starting with a stripy mitred square
which was 20 stitches x 20 stripes - perfect for a 2020 Memory
Blanket project.

When lockdown hit suddenly in March 2020, everything stopped,
and I admit I was left reeling. I kept knitting, which helped me
stay calm, but I was sorry not to be able to continue teaching.
I joined in with the perfectly timed Rowan Knit Along - The
Elder Throw with Lisa Richardson, which provided an enjoyable
focus and the feeling of community through the Facebook group.
It created much positivity in otherwise very negative times.

Many more designs followed, using different stitches and lots
of bright colours. Other Knitting For All teachers contributed
patterns too, and some of the designs reflected current events
we were seeing on the news. My favourite one is “Stay Safe” I was amazed at how quickly that became the accepted parting
greeting during lockdown.

And so the children’s Memory Blankets got underway.
I mentioned this to my adult knitters - we were already meeting
online - and several decided they’d like to do something similar.
I always encourage creative thinking in knitters of all ages, and just
love seeing the results. People have knitted giant mitred squares,
colourful rainbow stripes, added duplicate stitch embroidery and
even designed their own colour work pictures. Each blanket is
totally unique to the knitter who created it. Some blankets are
still very much works in progress, but that’s fine – we will carry
on knitting memories.

An unexpected bonus of this project is that it has been a valuable
teaching resource. The small scale of the squares has enabled
people to discover new skills without feeling overwhelmed.
I’m pleased to say my adult group and new teenage class are
thriving online, and with the new school year starting it will be
soon be time to get another cohort of younger knitters started
on their Memory Blanket journeys.

Fiona’s Memory Blanket.
‘I love my memory blanket, it makes me feel happy when
I look at it, just as my lovely knitters of all ages make me happy’.
Fiona
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Ailsa’s (13) first attempt at
duplicate stitch right and below.

Sara (12) wanted to learn to cable but had no cable needle.
So, she found a suitable twig, sanded it carefully, and it did the job beautifully !

“I really enjoyed knitting the blanket because it made me feel
like I wasn’t alone, I felt like I was part of something bigger
and it was a very fun way to spend time. My favourite square is
my rainbow one because it just sums up the whole lockdown
experience perfectly because you cannot create a rainbow
without rain, just like good times don’t come without some sort
of a challenge.”

“The memory blanket has been a very creative and enjoyable
project to knit, each square has allowed me to try different
patterns, stitches and colours leaving the finished product with
happy memories and a unique look. My favourite square is my
paw-print one as it reminds me of long walks with my dog
Molly, when I couldn’t see any of my friends during quarantine.”
Sara

Ailsa

Heather D. designed a beautiful running
hare panel for her blanket below.
“At a time of great uncertainty for us all, the memory blanket
was like an oasis of focus and calm. The fact that we were able to
meet weekly on zoom and share our highs and lows of getting
to grips with new knitting techniques and have friendly banter
at the same time was an absolute God send. I’ve been challenged,
in a good way, and blessed in the most creative of ways and I have
a wonderful heirloom to show for it.”
Heather D
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Heather A. re-purposed some special baby wool.
“When lockdown started, our Knit Night and Day group went
from meeting in a pub conservatory to zoom. Fiona suggested the
memory blanket as project for the strange times. I loved the mitred
square pattern, but thought I would like larger squares, so I doubled
the size. It was perfect for what I wanted. I really enjoyed making
my blanket. Like many people during lockdown, I started to have a
tidy up. I found two baby‘s bonnets knitted over sixty years ago for

me by my Granny. They were too old to ever be worn again, but
I didn’t want to throw them out. I also don’t want them to be left
in a box. So I unpicked the wool and added it to the border of my
blanket. After all Granny is part of my memories and it was only
right that she should be part of my memory blanket.”
Heather A
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MEMBERS PATTERN

WRAP
Using 3¼mm (US 3) needles cast on 54 sts.
Now work either chart version or written version as folls:

EST 1978

Chart version
Beg with a RS row, now work in rib from chart as folls:
Work rows 1 to 10, ending with RS facing for next row.
Change to 3¾mm (US 5) needles and repeat rows 11 to 18
until enough yarn remains to work the final 10 rows of chart,
ending after chart row 18 and with RS facing for next row.
(Wrap should meas approx 123 cm.)
Change to 3¼mm (US 3) needles and work chart rows 19 to
28, ending with RS facing for next row.
Cast off in rib.

By Martin Storey

YARN
Alpaca Classic
3 x 25gm
(photographed in Willow 112)
NEEDLES
1 pair 3¼mm (no 10) (US 3) needles
1 pair 3¾mm (no 9) (US 5) needles
Cable needle

Key
K on RS, P on WS
P on RS, K on WS
C4R
C4L
C6B
C6F
yfwd
K2tog
Make Bobble
Sl1p wyf

TENSION
28 sts and 31 rows to 10 cm measured over patt using 3¾mm
(US 5) needles.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
Sl 1p wyf = slip one stitch purlwise with yarn in front;
C6B = slip next 3 sts onto cable needle and leave at back of
work, K3, then K3 from cable needle; C6F = slip next 3 sts
onto cable needle and leave at front of work, K3, then K3 from
cable needle; C4R = slip next st onto cable needle and leave at
back of work, K3, then P1 from cable needle; C4LKey
= slip next
3 sts onto cable needle and leave at front of work, P1, then
K3RS, P on WS
K on
from cable needle; MB = make bobble as folls: (K1, yfwd, K1)
P on
all into next st, turn and P3, turn and K3, turn and P3, turn
andRS, K on WS
sl 1, K2tog, psso.
C4R

C4L
C6B
C6F

yfwd
K2tog
Make Bobble
Sl1p wyf
116
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20

10

8 row patt rep

FINISHED SIZE
Completed wrap is 19.5 cm (7¾ in) wide and 126 (49½ in)
cm long.

28

Written version
Row 1 (RS): Sl 1P wyf, K4, P3, (K1, P1) 3 times, (K1, P3)
twice, (K2, P2) twice, K2, P3, K1, P3, (K1, P1) 3 times, K1,
P3, K5.
Row 2: Sl 1P wyf, K3, P1, K1, yfwd, K2tog, (P1, K1) 4 times,
yfwd, K2tog, P1, K3, P2, (K2, P2) twice, K3, P1, K1, yfwd,
K2tog, (P1, K1) 4 times, yfwd, K2tog, P1, K4.
These 2 rows form rib.
Work 8 rows more in rib.
Change to 3¾mm (US 5) needles and work in patt as folls:
Row 1 (RS): Sl 1P wyf, K4, P3, K1, P5, K1, P3, K1, P2, K3,
28
P2, C6F, (P3, K1) twice, P5, K1, P3, K5.
Row 2: Sl 1P wyf, K3, P1, K1, yfwd, K2tog, P1, K5, P1, K1,
yfwd, K2tog, P1, K3, P6, K2, P3, K2, P1, K1, yfwd, K2tog,
20 P1,
K5, P1, K1, yfwd, K2tog, P1, K4.
Row 3: Sl 1P wyf, K4, P3, K1, P5, K1, P3, K1, P2, C4L, C4R,
C4L, P2, K1, P3, K1, P5, K1, P3, K5.
10
Row 4: Sl 1P wyf, K3, P1, K1, yfwd, K2tog, P1, K5, P1, K1,
yfwd, K2tog, P1, K2, P3, K2, P6, K3, P1, K1, yfwd, K2tog, P1,
K5, P1, K1, yfwd, K2tog, P1 K4.
Row 5: Sl 1P wyf, K4, P3, K1, P2, MB, P2, (K1, P3) twice,
end/beg
beg/end
C6B, P2, K3, P2, K1, P3, K1, P2, MB, P2, K1, P3, K5.
Row 6: As row 4.
Row 7: Sl 1P wyf, K4, P3, K1, P5, K1, P3, K1, P2, C4R, C4L,
C4R, P2, K1, P3, K1, P5, K1, P3, K5.
Row 8: As row 2.
Last 8 rows form patt.
Cont in patt until enough yarn remains to work the final 10
rows of rib, ending with patt row 8 and with RS facing for next
row. (Wrap should meas approx 123 cm.) Change to 3¼mm
(US 3) needles and work in rib for 10 rows, ending with RS
facing for next row.
Cast off in rib.

8 row patt rep

KERNEL SCARF

MAKING UP
Do NOT press. See information page for finishing instructions.
Alpaca Classic

end/beg

beg/end
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“ Considering puchasing a Rowan Magazine

ROWA N
MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION

Subscription for yourself or as a gift? ”

Enjoy the benefits of having the Rowan
Magazine delivered direct to your door,
a special edition e-Newsletter emailed to
you each season, plus, access to an exclusive
Subscr ibers Patter n Collection in the Autumn.
If you would like to purchase a
Rowan Subscr iption or indeed renew
an existing Subscr iption, please contact
our Subscr iption service.
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